AUDIT ANALYTICS PROVIDES DETAILED RESEARCH ON THE UNIVERSE OF U.S. SEC REGISTRANTS

Our data in most cases covers Fiscal Year 2000 to the present. We provide detailed categorizations of issues for tracking and analysis of public company disclosures related to the audit, compliance, governance, corporate actions and federal litigation. Used by over 250 universities worldwide, Audit Analytics is the source for archival research of public companies.
ABOUT WRDS
Wharton Research Data Services (WRDS) provides the leading business intelligence, data analytics, and financial research platform to global institutions — enabling comprehensive thought leadership, historical analysis, and insight into the latest innovations in academic research.

WRDS provides researchers with one location to access over 250 terabytes of data across multiple disciplines including Accounting, Banking, Economics, ESG, Finance, Healthcare, Insurance, Marketing, and Statistics. Flexible data delivery options include a powerful web query method that reduces research time, the WRDS Cloud for executing research and strategy development, and the WRDS client server using PCSAS, Matlab, and R. Our Analytics team, doctoral-level support and rigorous data review and validation give clients the confidence to tailor research within complex databases and create a wide range of reliable data models.

An award-winning data research platform for over 50,000 commercial, academic, and government users in 30+ countries, WRDS is the global gold standard in data management and research — all backed by the credibility and leadership of the Wharton School.

ABOUT THE WHARTON SCHOOL
Founded in 1881 as the first collegiate business school, the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania is recognized globally for intellectual leadership and ongoing innovation across every major discipline of business education. With a broad global community and one of the most published business school faculties, Wharton creates economic and social value around the world. The Wharton School has 5,000 undergraduate, MBA, executive MBA, and doctoral students; more than 9,000 participants in executive education programs annually and a powerful alumni network of 96,000 graduates.

ABOUT AUDIT ANALYTICS
Audit Analytics is a premium independent research provider to the investment, accounting, insurance, legal, regulatory and academic communities. With more than fifteen years of data and analysis of public company disclosures, Audit Analytics provides universities and researchers with access to an unparalleled collection of databases. Cited in numerous scholarly papers, Audit Analytics is seen as one of the best resources for research and data. Through an easy-to-use online interface, Audit Analytics provides detailed research on over 150,000 active audits and more than 10,000 accounting firms. Audit Analytics enables the academic community and over 250 universities around the world to track, analyze and understand public company disclosure issues and trends. Access to the data is available via an online user subscription, email notifications, enterprise data-feed subscription and custom research reports.

Contact us for more information:
AUDIT ANALYTICS | www.AuditAnalytics.com | thardy@auditanalytics.com | +1 508-667-4597
WRDS | www.whartonwrds.com | wrds@wharton.upenn.edu